Copolymerisation with non-conjugated dienes offers an attractive route for introducing long-chain branching in polypropylene. From a simplified set of rate equations for such copolymerisation with a metallocene catalyst, we derive the probabilities of branch formation at different stages of the reaction in a semi-batch reactor. Using these probabilities, we generate an ensemble of molecules via a Monte Carlo sampling.
Introduction
Small amounts of long-chain branching (LCB) in polymer resins drastically affect the melt flow properties and often lead to better processability 1, 2 . Constrained-geometry catalysts 3 , like metallocenes, offer high control on polyolefin synthesis. Metallocene catalysts can produce some LCB in polyethylene by creating macromonomers with reactive double bond through β-hydride elimination and subsequent reincorporation of macromonomers at a later time during the polymerisation process 4 . Polypropylene (PP) polymerisation using most metallocene catalysts, typically propagated through 1,2 insertion and terminated by β-hydrogen elimination, leads to a sterically congested vinylidene chain-end that prohibits further inclusion in another growing chain 5, 6 . Copolymerisation with non-conjugated dienes 7-9 offers a viable route to introduce LCB in one-step PP synthesis and to enhance amount of LCB during polyethylene synthesis using catalysts that allow macromonomer insertion 10, 11 .
Copolymerisation with diene (mainly in the context of polyethylene synthesis) has been modelled previously using the method of moments [11] [12] [13] [14] , finite element models 15 , and generating functions 16 . These models predict the different moments of the molar mass distribution and the average number of branches. Because the flow properties of branched polymer melts strongly depend on the topological connectivity of the segments, such models fail to predict how the synthesised resins would behave in flow.
Here, we consider a metallocene catalyst that by itself does not produce LCB during PP synthesis. With a simplified set of rate equations, we calculate the probabilities for branch formation from diene incorporation in a semi-batch reactor. We use a Monte Carlo sampling scheme to generate a representative set of in silico molecules with information about the molar masses of the segments and the topological connectivities. This allows us to compute the response in flow from computational rheology [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] based on the tube model 23 .
We use literature data 7 on isotactic-polypropylene synthesised using a metallocene catalyst in the presence of varying diene (1,9-decadiene) concentration in order to compare with the predictions of our modelling for the molar mass distribution and the flow properties (stress response in small oscillatory shear).
While, the model presented here is only valid for metallocene catalysts that do not produce LCB of their own, it is relatively straight-forward to extend our calculation to a more general case. We outline the changes required to include LCB from macromonomer inclusion in the discussion (Section 4).
Modelling of reaction kinetics

Reaction steps
We use a simplified reaction kinetics with only the steps dominant in determining the longchain branching structure. They are adapted from the reaction kinetics considered for polyethylene synthesis with metallocene catalysts 4 . A schematic representation of the steps involved is shown in Fig. 1 . The polymerisation starts when an activated catalyst binds to a monomer (Fig. 1a) . Following, 24 we denote this end as the 'upstream' end of the segment (and the other end as the 'downstream'). The polymerisation proceeds with the addition of monomers at a constant rate (rate constant K p ). The unreacted diene is incorporated with a rate constant K pD , creating a once-reacted pendant diene. A pendant diene can then be incorporated with a rate constant K DLCB to create long chain branching. The catalyst detaches from the growing chain at a rate K T . Though only a vinylidene termination is shown in Fig. 1 
Probabilistic sampling of the molecules
We consider a well-mixed semi-batch reactor, wherein an initial amount of non-conjugated diene and catalysts are added, and monomer concentration is kept constant until the end of the reaction. We wish to consider the final product at the end of the reaction and create an in silico ensemble of representative molecules. To achieve this goal, we select a single monomer from the reacted product and use the probabilities for the segment length and branching implied by the rate equations in order to construct the entire molecule containing the selected monomer. By repeating this procedure a number of times, we can generate an ensemble of molecules with the molar mass distribution and the branching topology consistent with the rate equations. Because we first pick a monomer on a polymer, the polymers are actually generated in a weight-biased fashion (i.e., the probability of selecting a molecule is proportional to the number of monomers contained in it). A similar approach has been used for generic free-radical polymerisation 26 , dual catalyst metallocene polymerisation of polyethylene 25 , and modelling of low-density polyethylene in a tubular reactor 21 or in a continuously stirred tank reactor 27 .
In semi-batch conditions, the monomer concentration [M] is constant. But the concentration of (active) catalyst [Y](t) and that of unreacted diene [D](t) decay with time. It is convenient to introduce the monomer conversion x defined as
with [M R ] being the concentration of reacted monomer, as a proxy for the time. Note that, since monomers are continuously replenished, the conversion x can be larger than unity. The time-evolution of the concentration of reacted monomer follows
relating time and conversion through
When expressed as a function of the conversion x, the rate equations are independent of the catalyst concentration and naturally account for the catalyst deactivation. The concentration of the reacted monomers grows at a constant rate in x. Thus, a randomly selected monomer would have reacted at a conversion x that is uniform between 0 and the final conversion x f .
To calculate the length of the segment in which the selected monomer resides, we consider the ratio of the polymerisation to the termination rates to find the average number of monomers in the downstream direction of the selected monomer given bȳ
and in the upstream direction byN
Because the polymerisation proceeds with the addition of monomers at a constant rate, the actual number of monomers in the segment is Flory distributed around these averages.
The concentration of the unreacted diene decays as
Here, D 0 is the initial concentration of diene.
The concentration of once-reacted pendant diene
[
Considering a test chain growing at a conversion x, the density of pendant diene in the chain is given by the ratio of the addition rate of free diene to that of monomer as
Only a fraction p f of these pendant diene undergoes a second incorporation before the final conversion x f is reached, which contributes to LCB. The probability of this second reaction is given by
The mean length to a pendant diene that subsequently reacted before x f is given bȳ
The conversion x D1 at which the pendant diene reacts for the second time is given by the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
If we consider a chain growing at conversion x, we obtain the density of twice-reacted diene (i.e. density of long chain branches by incorporating a pendant diene that is already part of another segment) in the growing chain by comparing the pendant diene addition rate to monomer addition rate as
The mean length to a branch-point created by incorporation of once-reacted diene (l D2 ) is
given by the inverse of this density ρ D2 .
To find out the conversion x D2 at which this incorporated pendant diene D 1 reacted for the first time, we note from Eq. 7 that the rate of creation of
. Considering a chain growing at conversion x,
we end up with a cumulative distribution function of x D2 for a pendant diene incorporation given by
Monte Carlo implementation
To generate a single molecule, we start by assigning the conversion for the selected monomer using a uniform random number x c between 0 and the final conversion x f . The number of monomers in the downstream and the upstream directions from the selected monomer are chosen from Flory distributions with averages respectively given by Eq. 4 and Eq. 5.
The mean length to a branch-point created by incorporating a free diene that subsequently reacted a second time,l D1 , is calculated at the current conversion using Eq. 11. The mean length to a branch-point created by incorporating a pendant diene that was already part of a polymer segment,l D2 , is calculated from the inverse of the density in Eq. 13. The mean length to a branch-pointl B arising from either of these two possibilities is calculated usinḡ
The distance to the next branch-point is calculated by generating a random number from the Flory distribution with the average given byl B . First considering the upstream direction, if the distance to the branch-point is less than the end of the current segment, then we select a branch from incorporation of a free diene with probabilityl
D2 . Else, the selected branch is the result of the incorporation of a pendant diene. In the first case (incorporation of free diene), the incorporated diene would have reacted at a later conversion x D1 calculated by equating the CDF given by Eq. 12 to a uniform random number between zero and one and inverting the resulting algebraic expression. From this branch-point, we grow segments in both the downstream and upstream directions at this new conversion.
Similarly, if the branching is due to incorporation of a pendant diene, the earlier conversion x D2 at which the diene first reacted is estimated from Eq. 14 and new segments are grown in either directions at the branch-point. We continue adding branch-points until the selected distance to the next branch-point is beyond the end of the current segment. The same procedure is repeated in the downstream direction. The algorithm is recursive in the sense that once we have considered a branch-point and added new segments, these new segments themselves were branched with their respective conversions. For PP-diene copolymerisation, the length of the diene is effectively zero compared to the chain lengths and the branchpoints effectively act as tetra-functional junctions. To conform with the data structure of our computational rheology predictor 19 , we keep a zero length segment at the branch-point.
The whole procedure is repeated multiple times in order to generate an ensemble of molecules that follows the reaction kinetics considered here.
Broad monomer addition rate
Metallocene catalysts are considered to be single site. Considering polymerisation without diene, monomer addition at a fixed rate predicts a Flory distribution of linear segments with a polydispersity index (PDI, defined as the ratio of the weight average molar mass to the number average molar mass) of 2. However, often resins synthesised with metallocene catalysts show a PDI significantly larger than this ideal value of 2. In a well-mixed reactor, this broadening of molar mass has been modelled as the result of multiple catalysts with different rate constants (each individually producing segments with PDI=2). In this work,
we consider a variant of this by allowing the catalysts to have a continuous distribution of monomer addition rate constants K p given by some probability distribution φ(K p ). The reason for such a distribution may involve small variations in steric or electronic conditions among the individual catalyst sites and is likely to result in a continuous distribution rather than discrete, well-separated values. We further assume that the diene addition rate constant, K pD , is proportional to the propylene addition rate constant, K p . Assuming that all other rate constants do not vary in between catalyst sites, the probabilities calculated in the case of single value of K p survive with minimal modification in the Monte Carlo implementation.
The catalysts with higher K p values produce more polymers and hence the first selected segment is given a propagation rate constant from a biased distribution ψ(
withK p being the average of K p over the distribution φ(K p ). Considering branching from incorporation of a free diene that eventually is incorporated for the second time at a later conversion by another growing chain, the number of such chain follows the number of active catalysts. Hence, at a branch-point created from free diene incorporation, the newly incorporated segments get their K p from the distribution φ(K p ). Our assumption that both the monomer addition and the diene addition rate constants vary in the same way among the catalyst sites leads to segments with higher K p also incorporating more diene. Thus while considering branch-points due to the incorporation of a pendant diene, we assign K p to the new segments from the biased distribution ψ(K p ).
In our implementation, we choose a log-normal distribution for φ(K p ) centred around the averageK p , with a polydispersity index PDI(K p ) defined as the ratio of the second to the first moments. The choice of a log-normal distribution ensures the positivity of K p and gives an analytical expression for ψ(K p ), which, in this case, is yet another log-normal distribution.
Results
Molecular structure
To determine the effect of the initial diene concentration on the molecular structure, we used the algorithm outlined in the previous section in order to generate numerical ensembles of molecules. We chose the following parameters: The molar mass distributions calculated from the generated molecules are shown in (Fig. 3a,b) . The inset in Fig. 3a 
Comparison with experiments
We consider literature data 7 on four polypropylene samples synthesised with 1,9-decadiene using a metallocene catalyst and semi-batch conditions. This particular metallocene catalyst generates only linear polymers in the absence of diene. The diene concentrations used in the synthesis of the resins are summarised in Table 1 we can calculate the final conversion x f for the samples and they are shown in Table 1 . The values of x f varies slightly across the samples suggesting slight variations in the monomer addition rateK p (an alternative explanation could be small variations in the fraction of active catalyst). Table 1 : Polymerisation reaction conditions and resin molar mass for propylene-decadiene copolymers considered in Ref. 7 .
† Conversion x f is calculated from the mass of the synthesised polymer assuming a monomer concentration 0.37 mol/L. Monomer is continuously replaced in a semi-batch reactor. Thus x f , the ratio of reacted monomer to equilibrium unreacted monomer concentration in solution, can be larger than 1. Our modelling suggests six different rate constants that affect the molecular structure: Besides these two parameters, there are two other, chemistry dependent fitting parameters, namely the entanglement molar mass M e and the entanglement time τ e . The entanglement molar mass M e is related to the plateau modulus (G 0 ) from rubber elasticity theory by
Here, ρ is the density of the resin, R the universal gas constant, and T the absolute temperature. Using the measurement temperature of 190 • C, the density ρ = 0.766 g/cc and the reported plateau modulus G 0 = 427000 Pa 39 , we estimate M e = 5520 g/mol. We fit the SAOS data of PP1 to estimate the entanglement time τ e = 1.15×10 −7 s (Fig. 6a) . With the same choice of M e and τ e , we can describe the viscoelastic moduli of the iPP linear resin in 39 .
The same values of M e and τ e fail to predict the SAOS data for the other resins. In We define a measure of the diene content in the resins as
In the blend of PP4 and PP1, D ppm is fixed by the weight fraction of PP4 and its diene content. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the fitted τ e with the diene content. The plot suggests a smooth relationship between τ e and D ppm . A similar dependence of M e and τ e has been observed for linear polyethylene resins with varying comonomer contents 40, 41 . However, the observed change in τ e here is orders of magnitude larger than previous observations for linear polyethylene with similar amounts of comonomer. We discuss the possible reasons for this strong dependence of τ e on the diene content at the end of this paper.
We also explored the alternate possibility of variation in M e . Choosing a smaller M e for the resins with higher diene content can reproduce their low shear viscosity. But, the frequency dependence of the moduli is not predicted correctly in this case. Figure 7 : Dependence of τ e on the diene content normalised by its value in absence of diene (τ e (0)). The symbols correspond to τ e values that provide best description of the SAOS data with the diene contents (parts per million of diene monomer to propylene monomer) in the pure resins and in the blend of PP4 in PP1 (estimated from Eq. 16). The line is a fit with functional form τ e /τ e (0) = (1 + 0.0013D ppm ) 2.6 .
Discussion
Starting from simplified reaction kinetics, we have derived in this work analytical expressions for the probability distributions of the segment lengths and branching at different stages of the reaction in a semi-batch reactor for propylene-diene copolymerisation. We have used these probabilities to create ensembles of molecules using a Monte Carlo sampling. We have explored the molar mass distribution, radius of gyration contraction factor, approach to gelation, and molecular shapes as a function of initial diene concentration. Considering literature data 7 on a set of resins synthesised with varying diene concentrations, we have found good agreement with the experimentally determined molar mass distributions. Using a single additional fitting parameter, namely the entangelement time τ e , we were able to quantitatively describe the measured visco-elastic response for the synthesised resins and their blends. The entanglement time τ e was found to strongly depend on the diene content.
The entanglement time τ e is proportional to the molecular friction. It is possible that some fraction of the dienes undergoes local cyclization (Fig. 8a) . Also, if two segments are connected by more than one diene bond, it will introduce larger cyclic segments (Fig. 8b) . It is conceivable that the presence of such loops will enhance the effective molecular friction and hence τ e . A possible question is whether a different set of reaction rate constants could fit both the molecular weight distribution and rheology data without recourse to varying τ e . We think that this is not possible: the broadening of the molar mass distribution with increasing diene content is due to addition of branches in a particular way, and gives rise to a fairly restricted distribution of branched polymer topologies.
In our modelling, we consider dienes as small molecules that are capable of being incorporated at both ends. Thus, our model is directly applicable (with some modifications)
to other branch-forming agents, like the T-reagent considered in 42 . For ethylene-diene copolymerisation with metallocene catalysts, our model needs to be extended to incorporate macromonomer induced branching 4 . In such a scenario, one would need to consider yet another rate constant for macromonomer incorporation. From the density of macromonomers, one could calculate the average distance to a branch from macromonomer incorporation.
If such a branch would be selected in the Monte Carlo step, one could calculate at which conversion the macromonomer was created and grow the macromonomer recursively. Calculations involving such simultaneous diene induced and macromonomer induced branching will be communicated in a future publication.
Appendix. Computational details
The kinetic and rheology models developed here require a number of input parameters to describe the experimental results. Simultaneous exploration of all these parameters is computationally prohibitive. In this appendix, we detail the scheme we used to constrain the parameters. We also consider alternative scenarios to those presented in the main body of the paper. While the Monte Carlo scheme for generating the molecules itself has low memory requirements, following the relaxation of branched molecules numerically is computationally costly. For all the experimental resins, we used 100000 molecules to calculate the molar mass distribution. Even for the most branched resin (PP4), the ensemble contains many linear molecules (slightly more than half of the molecules were linear). We reduce the computational load for the rheology calculation without sacrificing the accuracy by binning the linear molecules by molar mass on a logarithmic scale using 1000 bins. Typically after this coarsegraining of the linear molecules, the ensemble of PP4 contained ∼ 46000 molecules. On a single Intel Xenon E5540 processor running a Linux operating system, generating 100000 molecules for PP4 takes around 45 seconds and the rheology calculations take around 50 minutes. Repeat calculations with the same parameters (but with different random seed generating independent ensemble of molecules) show that this number of molecules are sufficient to calculate the complex viscosity over the frequency range of interest within 3% variation between calculations.
The two main parameters to describe the linear rheology of entangled polymer melt for a given chemistry are the entanglement molar mass M e and the entanglement time τ e . We have used data on metallocene catalysed long linear iPP resin from Ref. 39 to determine these two parameters. We used BoB to generate 500000 linear polymers from a log-normal distribution with M w = 871000 g/mol and polydispersity index 2.49. M e and τ e were varied until the predicted viscoelastic moduli match the experimental data. The resulting fit is showed in Fig. 9 .
The molar mass distribution of the linear polymers is largely determined by the ratiō
In particular, the low molar mass tail is determined by the ratiō The fact that the molecules generated with these rate constants can be used to predict the viscoelastic moduli with the M e and τ e determined in the previous step (Fig. 9) gives us more confidence about the structure and also about the accuracy of the GPC data (at least for the linear resin). For the remaining two parameters, namely K pD and K DLCB , we found various combinations that describe the GPC data and the rheology data provided one resorts to changing τ e individually for each of the resins. The change in τ e required to describe the data varied depending on the choice of these two parameters. Among the combinations we explored, the change in τ e was comparatively lower for K pD = 180 L/(mol-s) and K DLCB = 45 L/(mol-s) across the resins. For a particular branched resin, one can match the complex viscosity at some low frequency by increasing the amount of diene-induced branching. In Fig. 10 (Table. 1 ) and the near identical shape of the GPC data at the low molar mass end (Fig. 5) suggest that the linear segments are identical for all the resins. Without increasing the length of the segments, increasing the amount of branching does not slow down the predicted relaxation above ∼ 20000 rad/s (relaxation at these frequencies is dominated by arm retraction of the outer segments). Thus, it is very unlikely for the predicted modulus to remain as high as in the experimental data for the branched resins, with τ e being held constant. For this reason, we are confident in our conclusion that τ e changes with increased diene content. 
